CCMS distributed grants to 13 small businesses for costs including storefront renovations, equipment purchase, social distance compliance, outdoor dining structures, and enhanced signage.

$51,000

DEPLOYING CAPITAL
As a new program, Chevy Chase Main Street focused on getting capital funds into the hands of small businesses. While many businesses were able to navigate PPP loans, several businesses struggled to find resources for important projects like HVAC repair and physical accessibility amongst COVID-specific grants. Working with volunteers and businesses, CCMS’ first grant round helped demonstrate the value a Main Street can provide while also encouraged local businesses to invest in improvements that benefit the community as well as the coordination and time of volunteers.

BY THE NUMBERS

- 62 businesses served
- 285 technical assistance hours provided
- 3 new businesses
- 170 hours provided by 29 volunteers

EVENTS

- Chevy Chase DC Day
- Celebration at Lafayette Pointer Park
- Cheers Chevy Chase

- NEIGHBORHOOD STRATEGY COUNCIL

Jerry Malitz
Robert Gordon
Carl Lankowski
Ruth Robbins
Stephanie Chong
Steve Altman
Jess Berenson
Sarah Pokempner
Ferrall Dietrich
Steven Aarons
Meghan Evans
Donna Evers
Tim Walsh
Aaron Gordon
Nancy Wilson
De Vera Redmond
Kathleen Zeifang

- CHEVY CHASE MAIN STREET -